
Finding Cultural Capital   
Does this mean the same for all of us?

Deputy and Assistant Headteachers’
Conference 2020

Friday, 20 March 2020, 09.00 - 15.45
The Tomlinson Centre, Queensbridge Road, London E8 3ND



Phil Beadle

Phil is an award winning teacher, 
broadcaster, journalist and author of many 
books including one entitled ‘Rules of 
Mavericks: a Manifesto for the Disobedient’!  
He is an inspirational speaker who has a 
track record of success in supporting schools 
and teachers in challenging circumstances 
and it quickly becomes clear why he won 
the national teacher of the year award. Phil 
will be speaking and leading discussions 
particularly around creativity in the 
curriculum.

Dr Nira Chamberlain

Nira is about to become the President of 
the Institute of Mathematics. In 2018 he was 
the winner of the world’s most interesting 
mathematician award.  He was the highest 
new entrant in the 2018 power list , also 
holding the title of the 5th most influential 
black person in the UK. Nira will be talking 
about the importance of mathematics for all 
and outline his route to his present position. 
With his 25 years’ experience and an 
international reputation Nira is a fascinating 
and challenging speaker

Professor Mel Ainscow CBE

Mel is a Professor of Education at the 
University of Manchester. He is co-director 
of the Centre for Equity in Education as 
well as being a well-known author on 
improving education. Mel has been a 
specialist government advisor on education 
for many years. His work on effective school 
improvement is widely recognised. He will 
provide an up to date narrative on changing 
education systems based on a research 
evidence and collaboration

Into Film

Into Film puts film at the heart of the 
educational and personal development of 
children and young people across the UK. 
It aims to give every young person between 
the ages of 5-18 the chance to experience 
film creatively. Into Film supports teachers 
and educators to achieve a wide range of 
effective learning outcomes in their use of 
film. Their programme includes a network 
of extra-curricular film clubs, resources for 
use in clubs and in the classroom training, 
a cinema-based film festival and an annual 
Awards Event. This is particularly pertinent in 
the light of character education and cultural 
capital emphasis in the new inspection 
framework.

INTRODUCTION GUEST SPEAKERS

Welcome to the 2020 Deputy and 
Assistant Headteachers’ Conference. 

This one day conference will feature 

knowledge and ideas about Cultural 

Capital in the light of the 2019 Education 

Inspection Framework.

Internationally renowned speakers will 

share current thinking about Cultural 

Capital giving attendees a range of 

approaches they can use in their schools.

The day will start with a keynote address 

followed by workshops, promising to 

provoke thinking and showcase how 

collaboration creates possibilities for 

improving outcomes and promoting 

cultural capital.

Participants will be challenged to: 

• reflect and think critically about 

cultural capital

• drive excellence through curriculum 

organisation and  inclusive practices

• explore the concepts of character 

development, resilience and well-being 



Friday, 20 March 2020    

08.45 Arrival and registration

09.00 Welcome and introduction                              
Anton Francic, Principal Secondary Adviser, School 
Performance & Improvement, Hackney Learning Trust

09.15 Defining cultural capital                                    
Phil Beadle,  Award winning teacher, broadcaster, 
journalist and author

10.40 Coffee break                                                                

11.00  Workshop session 1 - Split into phases       
Primary - Run by Into Film - Expanding  
horizons with the creative use of film                                   
Secondary - Run by Phil Beadle - The impact of 
teaching creatively in schools

11.55 Workshop session 2 - Split into phases                                                         
Primary - Run by Phil Beadle, The impact of 
teaching creatively in schools                                       
Secondary - Run by Into Film - Expanding horizons 
with the creative use of film  

12.45  Lunch 

Dr Nira Chaimberlain, President, The Institute of 

gMathmatics 

13.30 Black heroes of mathematics and their stories 
Dr Nira Chamberlain, President, The Institute of 
Mathematics

14.15 Coffee break                                                                                            

14.30 Promoting equity - cultural capital and its 
links with equity, inclusion and collaboration             
Mel Ainscow, Professor of Education, University of 
Manchester and Co-Director of the Centre of Equity 
in Education

15.30 Closing remarks

15.45 End of conference

THE PROGRAMME

More information about the talks and workshops can be 
found at www.hltconferences.co.uk

More information about the venue and how to get there 
can be found at www.thetomlinsoncentre.co.uk




